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Swami:  First, before you're going to read the big Boss book, 
always the history, you need to know the mystery. You need to 
know?  
 
Students: The mystery.  
 
Swami: A-Z the Bethlehem… I sended Paul and Tobias to 
Jerusalem and they went. We have also all pictures, and 
everything is evidence with the prayers, everything is there. In this 
research… whatever it might can be happen to me, I'm happy to 
face it. And the same time, without your Swami personally testing 
anything, I won't give any judgment. If I tested it, tested it, tested 
it, tested it, the fifth time, yes go. This is the final my judgment. 
Final?  
 
Students: Judgment.  
 
Swami: Tobias, what is my profession? I'm a spiritualist, a 
psychologist, a doctor, a lawyer, a what? 
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Tobias:  All of the above. 
 
Swami: What do you mean?  Is Constanze around here? Hello?  
 
Constanze: Yes. Can you stand up?  What is my profession? 
 
Constanze:  Well, you have a lot of professions but one is clearly - 
you're a doctor.  
 
Swami: What doctor? 
 
Constanze:  You're a cardiologist, clearly, and more than that you 
are a cardio surgeon. You make heart surgeries. 
 
Swami: Nobody don't know it so far on the planet. Very secretly I 
did it. How many gold medals I got it? 
 
Constanze:  Eight so far. 
 
Swami:  In India I'm the first person received nine gold medals. I 
only take the risk cases. Murai would think, “Maybe I'm a dentist 
doctor, how come he's a cardiologist?” Yes, your Swami is a 
doctor. Why I said, 2011 I want to get retired, the new formula 
what we're researching on for HIV positive, that's going to be very 
soon succeed to the worldwide. I'm going in that direction to help 
the whole globe. Tons of companies is offering billions of dollars, 
millions of dollars whatever…they're really coming and 
surrendering. I'm not even giving interview to them.  
First step, this information, the spiritual knowledge, let it go - then 
health-wise help the humanity but thanks, done, I'm happy. It's 
not a healing way, helping, the political people, some herbs and 
herbals, everything… I'm sitting here and we're watching the 
Vatican - is recording and everything, it's fine the ancient palm 
leaf books, the prayers, the processes – everything fine. I no need 
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to keep coming and giving the speeches in spirituality. Senior 
most students, these guys is brilliance, good administrators, good 
writers is there - all angles yes, that's your job. You have to take 
care. You have to take care. You can see how much I spended 
whatever, giving the money, everything…how much I spended in 
the charity works. I don't want your money. I know it is expensive 
your Swami course for little period of time but same time, 
karmically it's important - give and take. Baba is always, he's a big 
doctor, I'm a peanut in front of his feet. I'm a peanut, I'm a small 
little flower in his garland, no ego, no ego…small flower.  
A person will get succeed, two points I will tell: Always to be 
forgiving and to be loyal, yes. If you started to playing a business 
with the Swami you're in trouble. Commanding with your human 
blocks, you're in trouble. I won't give a trouble… the boss won't 
forgive you guys. He looks forgiving, the same time he'll give the 
treatment, he'll take the stick, doesn't matter walk, walk, walk… 
Any difficulties and happiness, he'll protect, he will definitely 
protect. He'll take care of you no matter what, any circumstance 
wherever you are. Wherever you are, he'll protect you. 
You have no idea the Baba power. He is unbelievable powerful 
person, unbelievable powerful person. You just have to surrender, 
“Okay Baba, yes, I'm not student of Swami Kaleshwar, I'm a 
student of you. Ok, you take care of my life. You take care of my 
happiness.” Yes, as a Guru Purnima midnight, 1 a.m., I'm telling 
you in this occasion, “Guru Purnima, Guru, Master, Guru 
Parampara… Purnima - full moon… you need to just surrender to 
the Boss, He will take care.” The knowledge I'll put in front of him.  
In Columbia Asia Hospital in Bangalore, couple weeks back, I'm 
super sleepy, very sleepy mood. They identified who's the best 
cardiologist person can do it, two years three months kid. 
Neuroplasis of high cholesterol - all full blocks is closed, whole  
walls is a closed. The London doctors, New York doctors, Indian 
doctors, everybody they gave up. They identified, he is only 
person maybe he can do it. Early morning, 2:30 a.m., thirty-five, 
forty members they came with the high security. The Kingfisher, 
Zaymalni, brother daughter hairlines, evidence is there. On the 
sofa I'm sleeping, and Terry is snoring. My security guards, "Hey 
who are you?" And the police, they're all ten, fifteen cars outside 
with the sirens running. They entered, “Oh my God, the dogs is 
barking and I'm like,  “What happening?”   
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Her mother, she putted her, what we call that, shawl and sari, "I'm 
begging you, I'm heartfully begging you. Please you have to come 
and take care!" Also, from the Columbia Asia hospital, Dr. Suresh 
Kumar the top cardiologist, and Mr. Gupta, they both came too.  I 
said, "I'm not a doctor." She hitted her head on the ground very 
badly like a bruising.  I said like, "Wait, wait, wait, wait, shut up, 
get out, get up, get up, get up!" I’m in a sleepy mood, even my 
shirt is not in a proper way and what’s going on?  Then, “You 
have to come and help there!”  “Jesus,” I look at her eyes… 
Generally Vijay Mallya, that man, is not a joke.  He’s a high 
successful multi, multi, multi millionaire.  “Ok, what can I do?  
They’re all begging, all the secretaries, assistants, managers.”  At 
the time I’m not in a situation to go in operation theatre.  I’m not 
in the mood.  I’m not in the clarity.  I’m not in that?  
 
Students: Clarity.  
 
Swami:  Clarity. "Give me few days time.  I’ll think about it." 
That's little check.  They, her Mother is saying, "If it is a little late, 
she’ll be die, then I’m going to die!" “Jesus.” Then her father, he 
putted the fifteen buckets of water on me on my body, like he keep 
pouring it!  "Ahhhh, let’s go, let’s go!"  Four, five minutes that kid 
after I fixed all the tubes she stopped her breath. Then super panic, 
“No, no, no, no no!”  Then I took final punch, beating... I putted 
my mouth to her mouth.  I took the oxygen out; I pushed in my 
air. She came, “Haaaaaaa. Good!” Started, started, started, started, 
started… her heartbeat seventy from forty BP. Slowly increased, 
increased, increased, increased and thirty-two stitches - done. 
Walked out. 
Then her mother, she have the diamond bangles, all her gold 
chains and everything.  She putted in front of my feet. Please.  I 
came out of I.C.U.  Then, “Please take this,” putted her two hands, 
Namaskaram.  "Your baby is fine.  Don’t worry. Take care."  Then 
I’m all the way out, but I seen her face,  “How much you want to 
give?”  “Five crores, is one point two million dollars.”  I said, 
"Give the two crores and let that money divert to the one old age, 
orphan home, Little Sisters in Bangalore. You send it to there.”  It is 
reached.  “Only all old people, divert to there, you divert."  He 
asked, "At least I want to give you something."  “Give me a good 
dinner, give me a good dinner.”  “Please tell what you like, 
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anything in the…I’m happy to.” Of course good dinner, I ask, 
“Where is the champagne?”  I don’t know something is France, 
and I don’t know, just click, “Ok fine. Leave it.  Ok, dinner, fine.” 
Now the baby is playing.  They changed her name, Kaleshwari, 
Kaleshwari.  
Why I’m saying this, every person have positive marks, negative 
marks.  So far, years together you are with me guys.  I’m always 
supporting you.  I always?  
 
Students: Supporting.  
 
Swami: I’m not a God, I’m a messenger of the God.  I’m a 
messenger, I’m a bridge between you and to here, giving the 
knowledge - period.  Today again I’m telling, telling, telling, 
telling… I’m not a God! Something, whatever I know it, I teach it, 
talk the knowledge, give it whatever it is, ancient knowledge and 
information.  As your master you can respect me, or you can’t 
respect me, that’s up to you, or you can criticize me or you 
compliment on me, that’s up to you. 
I’ll go more depth on the Jesus life. This is just a beginning… I 
started.  We’ll see how it will go.  Some idiots in unsuspicious 
way, I lost my brother.  My Mother have the two boys, one boy is 
over.  One section of the police, “It is a murder.”  One section of 
the police they saying, “It is accident.”  He don’t have any bad 
habits, of course he even have tons of girlfriends this and that, it is 
not a deal but they pulled from the neck, from exact from here 
(gesturing to the backside of his neck) nine MM bullet.   Is it possible 
Clint, from here taking the bullet?  Is it suicide? 
 
Clint:  No, Guruji. No, absolutely not. 
 
Swami:  The main nerve of the spine cut off, report came out.  
Controversies running.  Me to get a divert, this all playing 
games…  even from one Colorado, one guy from Boulder, and that 
area and the German, a few guys and they’re planning... Yes, 
definitely they’ll attack.  I tolded him, be careful.  They shotted in 
the early morning hours.  He’s driving, he stop in front of dhaba 
for a chai.  Only he’s simply driving.  He’s an innocent guy.  He 
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have a good daughter, little daughter. It means it’s a painful. It 
means…something the globe I want to give information…I need 
to lose a few characters. Is it fair? Is it fair what is the cruelty of the 
humanity so far in the globe?  Nein, no. Of course, the last minute 
I went there I said, “Ok…” If I am in Kadapa at the same time, and 
yes maybe, by grace of Baba, I might protected him. Over. I’m 
never ever afraid of the death. Why today I put the high security 
around…all angles precautions?  It’s important. Never, ever, ever 
trust. Never?  
 
Students: Never trust.  
 
Swami: You’re working in the garden and all of a sudden a cobra 
comes and bites. It comes and bites. It won’t tell you before, “I’m 
coming and I’m biting you.” It’s over…ok, fine. So, why I’m 
saying this… whenever you’re talking the truth and  reality in the 
future, in your life, the jealousy is the biggest enemy. That’s it. 
Money is a jealousy, name and fame unbelievable jealousy, your 
‘dare and dash’ - jealousy. Your knowledge is a jealousy. Your 
experience is a jealousy to the nature. You need to be very careful 
and handle in a proper way. If you cannot handle it…Buddha 
gone…Jesus Christ gone…Shirdi Baba, he himself received the 
karmas from the Tatya. Paramahamsa with cancer he took 
anybody, all conspiracies and karma. We need to be very careful. 
Don’t live for yourself - live for others. You have a good meal – 
good, a glass of red wine, ok, good for health, no problem, then 
what you did it for the society. Good health, exercise, good 
proteins…make your family people happy…then you’ll be happy. 
If your friends make to be happy, then you’ll be happy. In this 
circumstance, more than this, I can’t talk anything. I can’t?  
 
Students: Talk anything. 
 
Swami: Talk anything. I’m not talking as a depression person; I’m 
very in the stitha pregnatata. No problem…ok… Just one minute, 
a by helicopter I landed there to his dead body where he is getting 
buried. Only one minute…landed there. I put a little sand…God 
bless you - take off…the helicopter…out. The helicopter landed 
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here...took off…just climax. He’s ready to go in the hole…just I’ll 
do it but, the Guru Parampara will watch out. I no need to take 
any decisions. Of course many people know, who is in the 
background indirectly, you know it senior students. A few people, 
they are especially westerns that one man purchased them. 
Purchased them and they are creating intentionally, to damaging 
as much as they can do it. When the Penukonda mountain will 
disappear, then only your Swami’s spot will disappear. Is it 
possible Penukonda mountain disappear? No, I’ll do whatever I 
want to do it. I’ll do it. I’m always in the positive, positive, 
positive, positive, positive, positive…  
So why I’m saying this, upcoming days there is not much chance 
to you guys to give the training to you. Nein. No, senior students 
come and goes.  You like me to retire?  
 
Students: No.  
 
Swami:  You keep wanting me work the same? Hello? Speak 
loud…be friendly, we are family. You want me retired?  
 
Students: No. 
 
Swami:  Why not? Monika T. be honest from your heart. I’ll took 
the three people.  
 
Monika T:  Swami, I don’t want to have to see you suffer like this 
forever and ever.  
 
Swami:  I don’t like sufferings, but I never get suffer. The suffer 
never even come to near my feet, excuse me. So, you want me to 
get retired? 
 
Monika T:  No Swami.  If you are not suffering, then I want you to 
stay.  
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Swami:  I’m tired. It’s not suffering. Suffering is a different, and 
tired is a different.  Next.  German Tatyana. 
 
Tatyana:  I remember you asked me the same questions before, it 
was one day, actually both of us shared together. It was 
Thanksgiving Day. We were on duty and it was very early in the 
morning, and I asked you… 
 
Swami:  I don’t want the whole bible.  
 
Tatyana:  I asked you for that boon.  
 
Swami:  Say yes, no. 
 
Tatyana:  Ok.  
 
Swami:  That’s it, huh? 
 
Tatyana:  I’m asking you to stay on this planet as long as it is 
necessary for our mission to be successful.  
 
Swami:  Means you are sending me out?  
 
Tatyana: No.  
 
Swami:  Jesus!  Nityaananda, be careful with her and the duty, 
you know? 
 
Tatyana: You deserve some rest, but I would also like personally, I 
would like you to stay and still be available for us. Not in the same 
style like you are doing it right now - you really deserve some rest 
Swami. I’m seeing you hard working since many, many years and 
sometimes I have to say, it’s really painful sometimes.  
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Swami: Can we go for dating? Will your husband give 
permission? 
 
Tatyana:  Sure. Yes. 
 
Swami:  No, nein. You need to fix a little ladder, you know 
ladder? You know ladder? I have to put the two, three steps - I 
need a ladder.  She’s like, whew, whenever I’m looking at her, like 
I’m sorry.  We’re a family I told her, we are a family, yes? Talk 
openly, no problem. I’ll get a new ladder. New ladder. Murai? You 
want me to get retired from Japan? Three countries? 
 
Murai: Yes.  What? 
 
Swami:  Whole story is running. Then he says, “What?” When I 
went in the Japan, they keep bowing it, like how many times I 
need to do pranam?  Like head up and down, and head up and 
down and up. 
 
Murai:   Sorry.  No!  No! 
 
Swami:  He got angry, finally, he said, “No!” Prema, your father 
deserve…I need to remove all his teeths, you know? Okay. Okay, 
okay, okay, we’ll see.  We’ll see if I’m really confident enough on 
my students in the Ninety-Days Program.  So far, how many 
Carla?  No, one hundred thirty-five?  I’m sure, I’m very confident 
one hundred thirty-five people will get one thousand percent 
succeed.  Yes, it is a challenge issue. I’ll make them to get succeed.  
I’ll release them powerfully in the globe.   
Of course the remaining students also, it’ll come out layer-by- 
layer with lot of knowledge.  Don’t feel left out. You might feel 
today you’re exhausted, one night, two nights, three nights, four 
nights…  Pretty good I exhausted it.  I’m also a human being, this 
also mission.  You have no right to blame, to judge on the Master’ 
characterism.  He’s having a chappati - good. He’s having a dahl - 
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good. He’s having a tandoori chicken?  Good! Oh, he’s having a 
red wine?  Good. He’s having a this?  Good. He’s happy?  Good, 
then we’ll be happy.  If the main student is not happy, how come 
you can be happy?   
Shirdi Baba had a big hookah, just he’s like whht (inhaling) you go 
and see in Shirdi his pipes, his smoking pipes. Oh my gosh, I don’t 
know how he made it.  I’m sorry…  They’re big smoking pipes, 
several smoking pipes.  If he took a pot of soma, four, five, four 
liters at a stretch… you know soma? From the trees it’s a high 
powerful alcohol.  It’s a kind of, relax. If he’s walking in the street, 
if he saw any chicken is running in the street, just he’s looked, 
“Get it that.”  Then he personally, he cooked it.   
Poor Mahalsapati, he’s a Brahmin, you can read in the Guru 
Charitra. Everybody’s going to eat to Mahalsapati, he’s serving the 
chicken pieces. He’s a Brahmin.  He cannot say no, he cannot say 
yes.  Simply he’s watching to Baba, Baba is simply is, he’s eating it, 
and looking at it. “You don’t like it, uh? I give it to you as a 
prasad. Eat it.” And then he’s, “Oh my God, what is this 
punishment?” “Okay, you don’t like it, eat normally your food.” 
Whatever you don’t like it, he’ll give that to you.  That is the 
comment.  Whatever you don’t like it, he’ll definitely give that to 
you. If you accept it, he’ll step back. Key point in Guru Purnima 
message.  
“Baba, no, I don’t want, I don’t want, I don’t want…” Hun-uh. 
Hun-uh.  “I want money, Baba, I want money.  I’m broke and 
uh…” Hmm-nn, “You bless me whatever you want it,” it is there. 
“Keep me healthy, healthy, healthy, healthy.” Hun-uh. “Take me 
my heartbroken out, heartbroken out, heartbroken out.” Hun-uh.  
He make it more switch on, more heat up.  I’m serious.  That’s my 
childhood days’ experience. “You do whatever you want, I’m at 
your feet.  You’ll do whatever you’ll do, I know that but you do it. 
But I’m not asking anything, but I’m asking your help and your 
love. Period.  That’s it.”  
Whenever you talked it to the point, “I want exact this,” then he’ll 
make it roll and roll and roll and roll.  You have to keep spinning. 
Keep?  
 
Students:  Spinning.   
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Swami: Leave it to him. One day before we have to go, all big, big, 
big, big, characters, the last yugas even the Big Boss, they cleared 
their own way, they gone.  Ten years before, ten years late, twenty 
years before, ten years earlier - back - forward - no problem. That 
clarity, not quantity of the life, clarity of the life, it’s important.  
How much clarity it is will happen.  Yes, I’m happy, that makes 
your soul dignity.  
Eighty-five years you’ve grown, you’re in a wheelchair, and 
somebody keeps serving you – what is that life?  If you’re happy 
and healthy, just take off.  How dignity that life is?  For five years 
you really enjoyed the bliss, what is that dignity?  And you 
created something, unbelievable information, and you given to the 
society, what is the dignity?  That’s important. That’s why Guru 
Raguvendra, Veera Brahmindra, even here they are very close by 
here, they took the jivan samadhi themselves. “It’s done, our 
chapter is over!” They do the puja - take off. It’s not a suicide… 
hmm-unn.   
There’s the Ninety-Days Program, what I’m going to give, that 
technique, that one of the top technique.  It’s a ‘take-off,’ smooth 
out… Help ever, hurt never.  But this Kali Yuga will lead to day-
by-day, very crazy.  Even your next close, thick and thin friend, 
after five years later, ten years later, started criticizing on you!  
Nonsense!  Nonsense!  No! Trust no one - be only one.  Create 
something one. Have a nice time, good night.  
 

End of Talk 
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